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others as to furnish quite satisfactory intrinsic evidence of
their authorship. I may further add, that even if it were
true that a greater number of opinions were written up re-
spectively by Judge "Wilson's associates than by himself, this
would not be strange in view of his youth as compared to
their more matured years and experience. But after having
given the subject a pretty close examination, it is my delib-
erate opinion that the statement of Judge "Wilson is perfectly
correct. Indeed, if it were not, it is morally certain that it
would never have been made. One important thing is clear
from Judge Mason's statement, that upon full hearing and
consultation they nearly ahvays agreed.

Judge Wilson died in Dubuque in 1894, after a continuous
service as lawyer and judge for a period of sixty years—from
1834 to 1894. He was a pure and lovable man, and in the
entire history of the commonwealth it has never had a more
faithful and heroic servitor. His name and memory should be
perpetuated in its annals, and this I have in my feeble way
endeavored faithfully to do.

APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESIDENT.
By and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

IN THE TERRÍTORY OF IOWA.
Charles Mason of Iowa, to be Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court.
T. S. Wilson of Iowa, to be Associate Judge of the Supreme

Court.
Cyrus S. Jacobs of Iowa, to be Attorney.
Their commissions to take effect from and after the 3d day

of July next.
Edward James of Wisconsin, to be Marshal for the Terri-

tory of Wisconsin, in the place of Francis Gehon, resigned.
LAND OFFICERS:

Thomas McKnight, Receiver, Du Buque, Wisconsin, from
18th June, 1838.

Joseph W. "Worthington, Register, Du Buque, Wisconsin,
from 18th June, 1838.

Verplank Van Antwerp, Receiver, Burlington, Wisconsin,
from 18th June, 1838.—Albany, N. Y., The Jeffersonian,
June 30, 1838.
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